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VC99s Host Jessica Cox
at Camarillo Air Show
by Susan Liebeler

The Ventura County 99s hosted acclaimed
motivational speaker and pilot Jessica Cox at the Wings
Over Camarillo Air Show, on August 18 and August 19.
Born without arms, she lives an otherwise normal life,
using her feet as
others use their
hands to accomplish
her daily tasks as
well as drive her car
and fly her airplane.
Jessica is the first
person without
arms in the
American Taekwondo Assn. to get a black belt. As the
first pilot certificated by the FAA to fly with her feet only,
with no use of prosthetic devices or airplane modifications, she appears in the Guinness World Records as
the first armless person to earn a pilot's certificate.
With a degree in psychology from the University of
Arizona, Jessica Cox realized that giving motivational
speeches was a way to touch many people's lives. She
has done exactly that, and has already done so in many
countries. Air show attendees flocked to the 99s Silent
Auction and Raffle booth where they had a chance to
meet and talk with Jessica. Her “you can do it” message
was an inspiration to the young people and other air
show attendees.
Jessica signed her membership application and joined
the 99s at the Air Show where VC99 and International
President Martha Phillips welcomed her as the newest
member of the 99s.
continued on page 2
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Flying Beyond the PTS
The VC99s will host speaker, Mark King CFI, at
this month's General Business meeting on Tuesday,
September 18 at the CAVU Coffee Shop, KSZP. Join us
for dinner at 5:30 pm; meeting to begin by 6:30, and
the presentation, “Practically Speaking”, will start no
later than 7:15 pm.
Guests and 49-1/2s are welcome to sit in on this
session, moderated by Yolanda Langley, as we bridge
the gap between “technical” PTS flying and “practical”
flying techniques. In this interactive meeting, Mark
will show us how to enjoy flying around So Cal. This
info will introduce new local adventures and increase
the confidence of newly rated pilots. Plus, student
pilots will learn what they can look forward to in
their flying future. Even seasoned pilots may hear
some tips that will make their personal flights more
enjoyable.
Watch your email for
a reminder of this event!

Article and Photo Submission Address:
vc99sflyer@aol.com
Please submit all articles and photos to this email
address. This address is dedicated to our newsletter.
And, don't forget to put your name on
your articles. Credit where credit is due!

VC99s Host Jessica Cox
Continued from page 1
Nick Spark, the producer of the Emmy award winning film "The
Legend of Pancho Barnes" is currently working with Jessica on a
documentary about her life story and her on-going work as a
motivational speaker and mentor, entitled "Rightfooted.” Jessica
showed the movie trailer on Sat and Sunday at the Air Show where
dozens of air show attendees sat in awe as they watched a
synopsis of her life story and accomplishments.
Donations in support of this nonprofit project can be made to the International Documentary Association, a
501(c)(3) nonprofit corporation, at www.rightfootedmovie.com where you can also watch the movie's trailer.

Wings Over Camarillo 2012
VC99s Silent Auction and Raffle
by Rhonda Tarli

Q Watching Peggy Watson-

Meinke's excited
anticipation of her ride
with Clay Lacy.
Thankfully for me, there
were so many helping
hands before, during and
after the air show. I truly
appreciated it. I would like
to give a special shout out to
the following:
Q Dale Sumersville and the Oxnard City Corp. They
were so awesome in the setup and tear-down of
our booths
Q Rick Fleck for loaning us the large tent, setting it
up (and moving twice).
Q Heidi O for bringing ice, drinks and her sense of
humor to the booth on both days
Q Mariette Coolidge for being there Friday, Saturday
and Sunday
I will close with the last memory I have of the air
show. Leaving the airport at around 7:30 pm on
Sunday
and feeling
kind of sad
that I
wouldn't
be back the
next
day.

We had another successful Silent Auction and
Raffle this year. It's hard to believe that it's come and
gone already. Here are some of my memories:
Q Julie Schuler sent me a note at precisely the right
time with kind and wise words – “be kind to
yourself,” and, “it will be over very quickly.” She
was right on both counts.
Q Feeling sheepish after asking Rick Fleck to move
his large borrowed tent twice
Q Watching in awe, Judy Phelps doing her aerobatic
routine
Q Selling one of the scooters to a visitor and then
watching him ride it the
booth later looking so proud of his new toy
Q Thinking Susan Liebler had done an amazing job
getting the donated items
Q Realizing that Carol Vautin's 49½ Jack, was a
walking aviation encyclopedia
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Pancakes!
by Carolyn Brown

Over the past years I have raved about how great we
have done. As this year appears to be a bit different with
the heat impacting the air show turnout, I am going to
offer a different view on our VC Ninety-Nine Pancake
restaurant. We still did very well monetarily, but the
camaraderie was far more important.
Since this is my story (and all about me), I get to share
my story first. I had a few
anxious moments with
sausages not being ordered
and griddles disappearing but
from a positive point of view,
getting up at 4:00am on the
weekend (and turning on the
TV) allowed me many opportunities to shop for things I
cannot live without. I bought
some kind of pillow that will
totally rejuvenate my life and
something that is going to
remove my belly fat. I bought
other things also. but I will
have to wait until they come in
to remember what it was that I
bought but I am sure they will
improve my life.
I need to make a special call
out to Carol Vautin, who once
more showed up at 0 dark
hundred and put on coffee and
then stayed to fill in where
ever she was needed. God only
knows what I would have done
without her and what I would
have purchased had I gotten up earlier. I did hear rumors
that her coffee was strong enough to cause hair to grow
on chests. Anyone who drank the coffee might want to
keep an eye out for that.
Now to the breakfast. After watching the weather
reports for the high temperatures, I was trying to think
about what I could do to make it sound attractive and
bring in volunteers. How about “A Day at the Spa. Your
opportunity to stand in a sauna while covered in misting
oil. Guaranteed you will lose at least 1 or 2 pounds as
there is no way you can eat more than the water weight
you will lose and your hair and skin will feel much softer.”

Doesn't that sound attractive? I am leaving out the part
about taking months to wash away the smell of pancakes
and sausage. But the long term beneficial results are that
you will probably not want pancakes and sausage for at
least a week or two so a few less carbs overall.
As it turned out, I did not have to go to that extreme.
So many absolutely wonderful ladies and men signed up
and showed up to help out. With minimal training–5
minutes–these ladies were turning out fabulous pancakes. People were sticking their heads into our sacred
area and shouting out how great our pancakes were.
Now, I have to mention our men folks. What an
incredible group! Greg is
always there for me and
helped me with every part of
set-up so I need to give him
special recognition. And, he
introduced me to the 'POWER
TOOL' opportunity as well as
finding mixers that attached to
a drill. This year we had male
types who mixed the best
pancake batter ever with a
DeWalt drill and a mixer
attachment. And, they got to
do some male bonding. Bill
Barkley, our Better Batter Boy,
trained Wes Meyers, Darren
Downey, Conner Gery, and Jeff
Gery. Bill has some advanced
management training skills
and his trainees are fully
trained to make pancakes
anywhere (with tools). I need
to research where we go from
here with tools. That is not my
specialty but I will do some
research and check out
amping up the power. These
guys also cleaned up afterwards. They are welcome at my
restaurant anytime!
Another call out to Rescue Rick Fleck, who once again
has done so much for our set-up in both the Auction/
Raffle area and the Pancake Breakfast area. He provided
set-up, water, and margaritas. It absolutely does not get
any better than that!!! Thank you Rick!!
I always worry about listing the all the ladies who
showed up as I could have missed one of you in my frenzied
activity and I definitely do not want to hurt anyone's
feelings. I so much appreciate each and every one
of you. You all make it happen and I THANK YOU!
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SKYWRITING
SKYWRITING
SKYWRITING
by Karen Johnson, Chapter Chairman

The Devil Is
In The Details
A local turboprop taxies up to the active runway,
receives take-off clearance and makes the prescribed
climb and departure. The fractionally-owned plane lands
at the next airport and boards passengers. After a noneventful flight to their destination, the pilots discover the
left elevator is missing. It was found three days later near
the runway of their home base, Camarillo.
In the same week, the pilot of a light airplane informs
the Controller of a small part laying in the run-up area.
Airport security collects the part and upon investigation,
establishes it is the rudder counterweight from a local
flight school C172 whose
most recent flight was a
round-trip to the San
Francisco Bay area. The
C172 was already safely
home at KCMA.
Hmmm…maybe it's
time to pull out that dusty
preflight checklist and do
more than take it for a
walk around the aircraft
while waiting for fuel. To a
seasoned pilot, a 'kick the
tires and light the fires'
mentality may be a hard
habit to break, particularly when it's your own
aircraft that has been in the hangar untouched since you
flew it two days ago.
As a student pilot, the obligatory preflight is anxiously
performed to get to the fun part of the lesson—flying! You
name or touch points on the aircraft to assure the instructor that you're following the checklist; but, no matter how
comprehensive, a checklist is only as good as the effort
applied to it. It doesn't include a tutorial on what you're
looking for or why those items are listed. Reading the Fuel
Quantity gauge is meaningless unless verified when you
dip or visually see the fuel level in the tanks.

Once we've acquired some flight hours in the same
type aircraft and no one is looking over our shoulder,
complacency can set in. Going through the checklistmotions countless times might mean you can recite it
from memory, but are you seeing only what you want to
see or skipping something? Familiarity can be a good
thing when it helps you notice the tiniest difference that
could become a problem with vibration in flight or
impact on landing. If a passenger is waiting for you to
complete your preflight, you could explain what you're
looking at and why; or, ask the person to participate by
reading the checklist to you. Try using a different format,
such as Foreflight's Checklist app ($19.99) for the iPhone
or iPad, that requires you check off items. If you miss
something, the app returns to the item you skipped.
It so happens, my office is in an aircraft maintenance
hangar and every week, I hear head-shaker stories of
costly mistakes caused by fuel and oil caps being left ajar,
a parking brake being left on, cowling latches or baggage
door not being secured, or tow bars left attached–really!
Remove Before Flight is not just a sexual euphemism for
clothing—those flapping red ribbons really intend to
remind you to remove the pitot cover, tie downs,
inlet/exhaust covers, and
the control lock.
What about those
unseen between-thelines items? You need to
know what uneven tire
wear means and how
much inflation and tread
is enough. After hearing
one tragic story, I now
check the condition of the
stops on the back of the
pilot's seat rails that
prevent the seat from
sliding back out of reach
of the aircraft controls. If
you aren't the owner or
only pilot of the aircraft, you can access the Maintenance
Log to check for ADs compliance (Google www.faa.gov
for a pertinent list). The Aircraft Log will probably be
your source for a squawk list and how much/often oil is
being added. Don't forget to do a post-flight check. It's
the perfect time to investigate any anomaly you noticed
in flight.
I've heard it said that a pilot only makes two kinds of
mistakes: those that embarrass us or those that can kill
us. Your preflight checklist can be
your first line of defense against both!
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There’s Always Someone to Congratulate in The VC99s

First !
Solo

d
Earne e!
Licenc

On Wednesday, August 1 Mignon Gery
experienced her first solo!

On August 2, one of our recent summer
scholarship winners, Jocelyn Myers

passed her check ride! Congratulations!

Congratulations!

VC99 Receives Award
at AirVenture

Lottery Winner for the
VC99S EMT Scholarship

by Stella Jones

by Lori Parker

Kudos to Avril Roy-Smith
who was awarded 2nd place
as EAA Newsletter Editor
of the Year 2012 at
AirVenture this year.
Avril is EAA Chapter
723's Newsletter Editor,
receiving recognition
for the exceptional
quality of the chapter

The VC99s Scholarship Committee received the
largest response to the EMT Lottery since this
scholarship has been offered. Almost half of the entries
came from other chapters such as San Fernando Valley,
Orange County, and Fullerton. At the business meeting
on August 14th
at the Department of Airports,
the lottery
number was
drawn by Mike
Holgren, Janna's
husband, (the
only 49 ½ in the
room – lucky
guy). The number matched the
entry by our
own VC99 chapter member Angelee Conroy.
Congratulations to Angelee, and we look forward to
reading about her EMT training
experience in the VC99s Flyer!

newsletter
and specifically for
the creativity,
consistency and
high standards that
the news-letter
exhibits. Congratulations,
Avril!
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examiner out of Frankfurt International Airport, and
had to specially learn/brush up on the requirements
himself! She now holds a Commercial Lighter-Than-Air
Balloon license.
These days, Peggy can often be found wafting above
Santa Paula giving rides for hire or just
enjoying the view in her beautiful balloon,
StarLite. StarLite boasts a 90,000 cubic
foot (think 90,000 basketball) ripstop
nylon envelope specially coated to
withstand propane-generated
temperatures up to 250º. The fabric is
engineered to last between 800-1000 hrs,
and must undergo an annual (or 100 hr,
whichever comes first) inspection, where
it is subjected to a 40lb pull test. When
the fabric become porous, it doesn't hold
heat and burns more fuel. And yes, it can
fly with an 8' hole running through!
Peggy and Gary encourage all of us to check out the
annual Citrus Classic Balloon Festival next year held the
last weekend of July in Santa Paula, where we're invited
to crew for the balloon owners and see,
first hand, just how magical it can be.

AT THE LAST MEETING:

Full of Hot Air?
by Lindsey Bell

True or false: A hot air balloon can
still fly with an 8' hole piercing through it?
VC99 Peggy Watson-Meinke and her
husband/Crew Chief/private pilot, Gary,
gifted us with a slideshow and Q&A
session following the August monthly
meeting. Peggy hails from a flying family
and began her foray into aviation while
she was in college, with seven hours in a
fixed wing craft under the tutelage of a
CFI uncle. Shortly thereafter, she moved
to Germany and treated herself to a hot
air balloon ride that she'd seen advertised
in a local paper. Peggy says that her first
flight cost $100, and her second, $10,000. To get the
license, she had to undergo 40 hours of training, a
written test, complete a solo, and pass a checkride
with an FAA flight examiner. Of this, Peggy tells of how
the FAA examiner wasn't a balloon guy, but a 747 flight

2012 Citrus Classic Balloon Festival
by Marybeth Martin

This year I
volunteered on
a balloon crew
for the 2012
citrus classic
balloon festival
in Santa Paula.
We arrived
Saturday evening and got to help fellow Ventura County
Ninety-Nine balloon pilot Peggy Watson-Meinke
assemble and inflate her beautiful balloon. We waited
until dusk, then the ground literally came alive with
bright colors as ballons started to fill with air, then pop
upright with the blast from propane flames! Balloons
stayed up for over an hour synchronizing their glow for
many a photo opp. Then one by one, they deflated and
disappeared quickly into the darkness. Afterward we
stayed for the award ceremony for morning flight
competition, and Peggy won 2nd place! She threw a
bean bag from her balloon and came within 8ft
of the ground marker. Congratulations Peggy!
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Post-Summer-Events Decompression Party
by Pam Martens

Approximately thirty Ventura County Ninety-Nines
and guests attended a very fun "post-summer-event
decompression" soireé on Tuesday evening,
August 21st. We all enjoyed talking about
and celebrating the very special summer
events, i.e. the Ninety-Nines International
Conference, the Oshkosh Air Show and
the Wings over Camarillo Air Show. In
addition to reminiscing about these major
events, attendees shared exciting updates
on their recent small plane, helicopter

and balloon adventures.
We were treated to delicious refreshments, a
fascinating array of oil and vinegar
tastings, and very pleasant
libations by Lyn Dutcher of
Epicurean Olive Oils of Camarillo
and Mike and Pat McCollum.
As Pat stated, everyone can
"breathe easier." We can also look
forward to our next special
event and/or adventure!

Anyone Interested In Flying?
by Karen Johnson

Just checking…! We have two great opportunities
coming up to coordinate a Chapter Fly-Out.
1. The SWS Fall Conference is being held in Santa
Maria on September 7-8 and the airport transient
parking is in view from the Conference hotel
(Radisson). The general business meeting is Saturday
from 9 to Noon.
2. In October, a little longer flight to Palm Springs
will take you to the AOPA Aviation Summit (10/11-13).
What a great opportunity to mingle with fellow
members of The Ninety-Nines and Women in Aviation
from all over the US.
Please indicate your interest and whether you would
fly or would fill an empty seat by sending a quick email
asap to vc99sflyouts@aol.com.

99s, 49.5s & Friends Welcome

VC99s’ Social
Breakfast
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Saturday
September 8
9:00am
CAVU at KSZP
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Yolanda
Yolanda Langley
Langley
by Lindsey Bell

Born in Key Biscayne, Florida, Yolanda has since
moved about thirty times, allowing for tastes of such
locales as Hawaii, Puerto Rico and New York. “I have
four brothers, which by default, initiated me into an
early bootcamp. One put a gator in
our pool…. Swimming lessons were
more like survival lessons.”
Yolanda's stepdad, Peter, was the
first to introduce her to aviation.
“He got his license when I was nine.
There were charts and books
everywhere. I learned that the
pointy things were cold fronts and
BR meant mist. Mom was a
nervous Nelly, so he'd take me 'on
an errand,' and we'd go flying…we
never told her what we did! We
just ran A LOT of errands.”
“I watched I Dream of Jeannie and wanted to work
for NASA and be the first female astronaut. But injuring
one eye at an early age resulted in corrected vision,
which was not acceptable for the Air Force career path I
had chosen.” While at Cal State Northridge, Yolanda
dispatched out of KVNY. “It was all guy pilots coming
out of the classes, no women! I got to backseat with
aerobatic CFI's in a Great Lakes and a Citabria. This
was when it really hit me that this was what I wanted to
do, I just had to figure out how.”
But with a modeling career, marriage and the birth
of her first child in her early 20's, time proved to be an
obstacle. “When my daughter was two, I went to law
school at night,” a move that got parlayed into careers
in both real estate and arbitrations & mediations.
In 2010, with seven year-old twin girls at home,
Yolanda began flying lessons at Channel Islands
Aviation in Camarillo. “I was put with 'Master Pilot
Travis,' but soon realized I had bras older than he was.
That man lives, eats and breathes aeronautical
analogies. He's got the FAR numbers memorized…he
[carries] the whole AIM in his head. He takes piloting
to another level. I really learned my machine from him.”
Yolanda cites Travis for introducing her to the NinetyNines. And when Travis went on vacation, she was
paired with 99, Anneliese Tomlinson, whom she
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qualifies as a “delight.” “Anneliese taught me the
weekend warrior/conservative mom aspect of flying.
Travis prepared me for the next space shuttle! It works
out to be a great combo!”
And prepared she was. On a solo
to SZP, her radio quit. Coming back
into CIA, Yolanda squawked 7600
and they light gunned her in. “That
was a thrill; I hope that never
happens again!” Though her very
first solo remains her most
memorable flying event. “I looked
and realized he (Travis) was way
down there, and it hit me I was
going to be the one responsible for
bringing this thing down. It felt
fantastic.”
“I took my checkride with Dennis
Magdaleno. When it was over, he just: jots something
down, gets out, doesn't say a word, and walks toward
the FBO, yelling, 'I'll see you inside.' I was stunned,
thinking, 'What did I do?' I started to cry, then I saw
my husband walking up to congratulate me with a big
smile on his face. I was numb until Dennis turned
around and yelled, 'Hey, Yolanda? Congratulations!'”
Yolanda looks forward to getting checked out in a
182, and adding both IFR and sea plane ratings. WX
has thwarted fly-out attempts, though Death Valley
holds the most allure.
She has volunteered at both air shows since
joining, and last year promoted the Great Women of
History program at her daughters' school by dressing
up like Amelia Earhart and speaking to 3 classes a
day for a week. “I brought charts and everything. It
was a lot of fun 'cause the kids got really into her life
and what may have happened.” There was such a
draw for AE in the library, that the librarian called
Yolanda, who in turn donated several books. “For
months afterward, the kids would say 'Hi, Amelia,'
when I'd pick my girls up from school. One teacher
even asked if it was too late for her to start (flying).
The kids won't forget that. I'll do it again in a couple
years, when I can turn out
a new batch of Earhartees!”

Thank you to our Generous Sponsors
The VC99s wish to thank the following donors for their support
of our 2012 Silent Auction, Raffle and Pancake Breakfast
Acase
Airguide
Publications, Inc.
Alaska Airlines
Aquarium of the
Pacific

Coradine Aviation
Systems
CP Aviation and
Clay & Judy Phelps
David Clark Company
Dr. William G. Doody
Eggs N Things

Aviation Instruction
Simulator Training
Center
Camarillo Airport

Elephant Bar &
Restaurant

Bella Porta
Decore & Design
BenchMade Knife Co.
BrightLine Bags
Camarillo Aircraft
and Rick Fleck
CAVU Restaurant
Santa Paula Airport
Channel Islands
Aviation
Camarillo Airport

Barry Schiff

McCall
Mountain/Canyon
Flying Seminars

Dr. William Scott

Mountain
Airdance llc
MyGoFlight

Long Beach

Aviation Supplies &
Academics Inc. (ASA)

Matilija Water Co.

Flying Like the Pros
French Bulldog
Bistro + Lounge
Furnace Creek Inn
& Ranch Resort
Death Valley
Gleim Publications
Hawaiian Airlines
Hilton Software
IHOP
Island Packers
Ventura

Oaks at Ojai

Pasadena
Playhouse
Pizza Man Dan's
Pizza Parlor
Ralph's
Ray's Aviation
and Ray Maxon
Santa Paula Airport
Ronald Reagan
Presidential
Foundation and
Library

Kenmore Air
Leading Edge
Aviators

Rubicon Theatre
Company
Ventura

Conan O'Brien

Lure's Fish House
Camarillo

Safe and Sound
Pets

Ken Coolidge
CFI, CFII, MEI

Marie Callender's
Camarillo

Santa Maria
Radisson Hotel
Santa Maria Airport

Clay Lacy Aviation
Comtronics
Engineering

Massage Envy
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Skycharts
Skylark North Glider
Flight School
Mountain Valley
Airport, Tehachapi

Orbic Helicopters SkyRider Ultralights
Camarillo Airport
Camarillo Airport

Rosen Sunvisor
Systems, LLC

Jeppesen

Marva Semet

Southern California
Soaring Academy
Crystalair Country
Club Airport
Southwest Airlines
Spirit of San Luis
San Luis Obispo
Airport
Starbuck's
Rich Stowell
Tietco.com
Todayshightech.com
and Luis Beltran
Trader Joe's
Ventura County 99s
Von's
Waypoint Café
Camarillo Airport
Windhaven Glider
Rides
Santa Ynez Airport

Upcoming
Calendar of Events
SEPTEMBER:
4

Board meeting 11:30 am - Marie Callender's
Camarillo

8

Social Breakfast 9 am, CAVU, KSZP

7-9 SWS Fall Conference, Santa Maria
18 - General Business meeting, Practically Speaking
with Mark King at CAVU KSZP, 5:30 pm dinner, 6:30
pm Meeting, 7 pm Presentation
OCTOBER:
2

Board meeting 11:30 am - Marie Callender's
Camarillo

13 Social Breakfast 9 am, Marie Callender's Camarillo
11-13 2012 AOPA – Palm Springs (99s booth)
16 - General Business meeting, TBD, 5:30 pm dinner,
6:30 pm Meeting, 7 pm Presentation
EVERY First Sunday of the Month
Aviation Museum of Santa Paula Open House and
antique aircraft on display and EAA Young Eagles
flights at Santa Paula Airport (10am-3pm)
EVERY First Saturday of the Month
EAA Young Eagles Flights at the EAA Hangar, CMA
starting at 9am
EVERY First Thursday at 7pm
The Aviation Advisory Commission meets (location
changes)
EVERY Second Thursday at 7pm
The Aviation Authority meets (location changes)
EVERY Second Saturday (except December)
The Camarillo Chapter of the Experimental Aircraft
Association (EAA) meets at the EAA Hangar at CMA.

For more information about the
Ventura County Chapter
or any local chapter
of the Ninety-Nines
call our Membership Chair, Julie
at 805-660-8996
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